Color signal information content and the eye of the beholder: a case study in the rhesus macaque
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Animal coloration has provided many classical examples of both natural and sexual selection. Methods to study color signals range from human assessment to models of receiver vision, with objective measurements commonly involving spectrometry or digital photography. However, signal assessment by a receiver is not objective but linked to receiver perception. Here, we use standardized digital photographs of female rhesus macaque (Macaca mulatta) face and hindquarter regions, combined with estimates of the timing of the female fertile phase, to assess how color varies with respect to this timing. We compare objective color measures (camera sensor responses) with models of rhesus vision (retinal receptor stimulation and visual discriminability). Due to differences in spectral separation between camera sensors and rhesus receptors, camera measures overestimated color variation and underestimated luminance variation compared with rhesus macaques. Consequently, objective digital camera measurements can produce statistically significant relationships that are probably undetectable to rhesus macaques, and hence biologically irrelevant, while missing variation in the measure that may be relevant. Discrimination modeling provided results that were most meaningful (as they were directly related to receiver perception) and were easiest to relate to underlying physiology. Further, this gave new insight into the function of such signals, revealing perceptually salient signal luminance changes outside of the fertile phase that could potentially enhance paternity confusion. Our study demonstrates how, even for species with similar visual systems to humans, models of vision may provide more accurate and meaningful information on the form and function of visual signals than objective color measures do. Key words: color signaling, communication, receiver perception, visual discrimination threshold modeling.

The range of animal colors and patterns displayed across many taxa includes signals representing classical examples of both natural selection, such as antipredator coloration (Stevens and Cuthill 2006) and cuckoo host egg mimicry (Davies et al. 1996), and sexual selection, from the colorful spots on the peacock’s tail (Loyau et al. 2005) to the red and blue colors of the mandrill’s nose (Darwin 1876; Setchell 2005). Present-day studies of such signals often achieve objective color measurement, using methods such as spectrometry and digital photography (Andersson and Prager 2006; Stevens et al. 2007, 2009). However, color assessment and interpretation are not objective but directly linked to the receiver’s visual system and subsequent cognitive processing (Endler 1990). Though many studies of animal coloration have presented objective color analysis, studies presenting biologically relevant measures are still rare. Even in birds, one of the most widely studied groups with respect to coloration, exhibiting an extraordinary array of visual signals, color is still often represented by measures of reflectance spectra shape (Andersson and Prager 2006) that do not relate to perception. Only more rarely have measures been presented that relate directly to the visual processing of the likely receiver(s) (e.g., Siddiqui et al. 2004; Hästads et al. 2005; Lovell et al. 2005; Stevens and Cuthill 2006; Cassey et al. 2009; Langmore et al. 2009).

Color signals are less well studied in mammals than in many other animal taxa, partly because they tend not to exhibit the variety of colors seen in groups such as birds, insects, reptiles, or fish. However, this does not mean that visual cues are not important in mammals (e.g., for camouflage). One exceptional mammalian group is the primates, which exhibit a remarkable diversity of skin and pelage colors and markings (Bradley and Mundy 2008; Higham 2009). Until recently, there had been few studies of the adaptive function of primate color displays, but recent increased interest has seen many more studies exploring the underlying genetic correlates (e.g., Setchell et al. 2009) and hormonal mechanisms (e.g., Higham et al. 2008; Dubuc et al. 2009) of color variation, as well as the adaptive functions of the colors expressed (e.g., Setchell 2005; Bergman and Beehner 2008; Higham et al. 2008; Dubuc et al. 2009; Marty et al. 2009). These studies have typically used digital photography...
to obtain standardized color images and gray-scale values of red, green, and blue (RGB) channels, representing color using measures such as the ratio of red to green (R/G) (e.g., Bergman and Beehner 2008; Dubuc et al. 2009), or using principal components analysis to collapse RGB values into one “color” score (e.g., Higham et al. 2008; Marty et al. 2009).

In one recent study, Dubuc et al. (2009) investigated whether variation in the red coloration exhibited in the face and hindquarter regions of female rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) contained information about the timing of the fertile phase. The rhesus macaque is one of a number of catarrhines that exhibit variation in female sexual skin during the ovarian cycle, with either a change in morphology (“sexual swelling”) and/or color (Dixson 1998). Adult female rhesus macaques do not exhibit sexual swellings, but do express changes in the skin color of the face and hindquarters that are pronounced and visible to human observers (e.g., Zuckerman et al. 1958). These changes occur in response to increased estrogen levels and resultant increased vascularity and blood flow to the skin (Dixson 1998). Dubuc et al. (2009) collected objective measurements of rhesus face and hindquarter regions using digital photography. They combined this with fecal samples to determine the timing of the female fertile phase, to assess whether color variation covaried with respect to this timing, and hence could convey information about this to others. They took the R:G ratio as their representation of color (following Bergman and Beehner 2008) and found that facial, but not hindquarter, color varied specifically with respect to the timing of the fertile phase.

Though objective, an analysis of standardized image values does not reveal whether differences in the R:G ratio are perceptually salient to rhesus macaques. However, utilizing information about the rhesus visual system, such as receptor spectral sensitivities and abundances, we can model changes in coloration in terms of rhesus vision, including the ability of the receiver to discriminate between color signals (Vorobyev and Osorio 1998; Stevens et al. 2009). Some studies of nonmammals have used such modeling techniques to determine, for example, songbird visibility to conspecifics and avian predators (Hästad et al. 2005), and whether cuckoo eggs are camouflaged (Langmore et al. 2009). However, as far as we are aware, no study of a mammalian color signal has used such methods to analyze and interpret signal variation (though Osorio et al. 2004 modeled fruit visual discriminability to primates). Further, though it is apparent that such modeling has a lot to offer in species with very different visual systems to humans (and to RGB cameras), the utility of such modeling in signal analysis of species that are also RGB trichromats remains unclear. In addition, most color studies of any taxa base their modeling on reflectance spectra, whereas the majority of studies of free-ranging animals utilize digital photography, partly due to the difficulty of obtaining spectra from live individuals (Stevens et al. 2009).

In the present study, we compare the analyses of Dubuc et al. (2009) using camera R:G sensor ratios, with those of modeled quantal catch values of the rhesus receptors, and discrimination threshold modeling determining how perceptually different signal variation is likely to appear to rhesus macaques. We do this for both color and luminance—2 crucial aspects of perception for discriminating visual signals (Osorio and Vorobyev 2005), aiming to: 1) demonstrate how visual signals can be analyzed with respect to a specific visual system, especially using field data collected by digital photography rather than with a spectrometer; 2) reassess the original analysis of Dubuc et al. (2009) using the R:G ratio of digital camera sensors, compared with the analogous ratio of rhesus macaque color receptors; 3) undertake visual discrimination modeling, to determine how color variation is likely to be perceived by the relevant receivers, rhesus macaques; and 4) determine whether such analyses offer new insight into the function of female rhesus macaque color variation and signals of fertility.

**METHODS**

Details on the study site and population, field data collection and hormonal analyses, are contained in Dubuc et al. (2009). Here, we give brief descriptions of these methods and then present our new modeling and analyses.

**Study population and endocrine methods**

Dubuc et al. (2009) studied free-ranging rhesus macaques on Cayo Santiago, Puerto Rico, and all data were collected between 22nd April and 12th July 2007. The study group (Group V) comprised 22 adult females (≥7 years old), 9 nulliparous females (3–5 years old), and 15–20 sexually active males (≥4 years old). Data presented in this paper are from 10 ovarian cycles (face images) and 8 ovarian cycles (hindquarter area images) from 8 parous adult females (average age: 9.3 years, range: 6–17). Fecal samples were collected from focal females directly after defecation and homogenized, with 0.5–2 g wet weight of feces collected on ice, and stored at −20 °C. Samples were analyzed at the German Primate Centre for prostegestogen metabolites using a validated (Shideler et al. 1990) pregnanediol glucuronide (PdG) microtiterplate enzymeimmunoassay. Sensitivity of the assay at 90% binding was 12.5 pg/well, and assay variation coefficients were: interassay variation, 10.6% (high, n = 37) and 14.9% (low, n = 37) and intra-assay variation, 7.2% (high, n = 16) and 9.4% (low, n = 16). Progestogen metabolite profiles were used to determine the most likely ovulation dates (the “ovulation window”). Ovulation was considered to have occurred when PdG concentrations rose above a threshold of the mean plus 2 standard deviations of 3–5 preceding baseline values, maintained for at least 3 consecutive samples (Jeffcoate 1983; Heisterrmann et al. 2001). Given a time lag of 24–56 h in hormone metabolite excretions in macaque feces (Wasser et al. 1994) and to account for oocyte life span (France 1981), Dubuc et al. (2009) defined the ovulation window as days −2 and −3 relative to the defined PdG rise (e.g., Heisterrmann et al. 2001) and set the last day of this window as day 0. The fertile phase was defined as a 5-day period including the 2-day ovulation window and the 3 days preceding it to account for sperm life span in the female tract (Wilcox et al. 1995). The 5 days preceding and the 5 days following the fertile phase were referred to as prefertile and postfertile phases.

**Collection of digital color images and color R:G ratio**

Dubuc et al. (2009) collected digital images of female faces and hindquarters, captured from 1–5 m away from subjects, using a Canon EOS Digital Rebel XTi camera with a 10.1 megapixel CMOS censor and an EF28-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS USM lens. Photographs were taken in RAW format to avoid lossy compression (Stevens et al. 2007) and converted to uncompressed 16-bit TIFF files for analysis. In order to standardize images for ambient light and camera settings, Dubuc et al. (2009) employed the “sequential method” (Higham 2006; Bergman and Beehner 2008; Higham et al. 2008; Stevens et al. 2009), in which a second photograph is taken of a color rendition chart (GretagMacbeth ColorChecker) immediately after the animal image, in the same location as the subject, using identical camera settings. Dubuc et al. (2009) used the in Camera plug-in (Pictocolor Corporation, Burnsville, MN, v.
4.0.1) for Adobe Photoshop (CS2, 9.0.1) (Bergman and Beehner 2008) to linearize and standardize image RGB values (Stevens et al. 2007). They measured RGB values for numerous points on the face and hindquarter using Jasc Paint Shop Pro 7 and from these calculated mean values for each image. In the present study, we use these values to produce R:G for the camera (as in Dubuc et al. 2009) as well as values of camera luminance (\(R + G\)/2).

Modeling receptor quantal catch

In the present analysis, we modeled the quantal catch of the rhesus macaque retinal receptors in response to the colors seen. We used the program ColourWorker (http://www.chrometrics.com) to determine the reflectance spectrum of the signal from the photographs as if it had been directly measured with a spectrometer. This technique estimates reflectance spectra from the RGB image values based on evidence that natural reflectance spectra are restricted to a limited number of types (Chiao et al. 2000). We combined the image of the animal with the corresponding image of the color chart to provide a standard within the image. In addition to this, the program requires samples of spectrometer-derived reflectance spectra, which should encompass the natural range of the signal being estimated. For this, we used samples of red signals from: long-tailed macaque (Macaca fascicularis), red uakari (Cacajao rubicundus), and Mandrill (Mandrillus sphinx) taken from http://vision.psychol.cam.ac.uk/spectra/. ColourWorker also came with a sample of human skin spectra, which correspond to the lower range of the signal. We obtained mean spectra from 10 reflectance spectra of the rhesus red areas from each image. We calculated the quantal catch of the rhesus longwave (LW), mediumwave (MW), and shortwave (SW) cones in response to the colors, using the reflectance spectra and a standard daylight “D65” irradiance spectrum using the following equation (Endler and Mielke 2005; Stevens et al. 2009):

\[
q_i = \frac{\max_{\lambda} R(\lambda)S_i(\lambda)d(\lambda)}{\min_{\lambda} q_i},
\]

where \(q_i\) is the quantal catch of receptor type \(i\), \(\lambda\) the wavelength, \(S_i\) the spectral sensitivity of receptor \(i\), and \(R(\lambda)\) is the spectrum of light entering the eye (a product of the reflectance and irradiance spectra or radiance directly measured). The code \(d(\lambda)\) indicates that values are integrated over the visible spectrum. For the rhesus LW and MW cones, we used microspectrophotometry data from Bownaker et al. (1978). However, we were unable to obtain data on the spectral sensitivity of the rhesus SW cone, so we used data for the human SW cone (Dartnall et al. 1983). The error associated with this should be very minor because: 1) human and macaque peak receptor sensitivity is very similar, and the blue cone sensitivity changes little between trichromatic primates (e.g., Baylor et al. 1987; Schnapf et al. 1988; Osorio and Vorobyev 2005); though this does not necessarily mean that humans and macaques have similar color vision due to differences in the relative proportion of receptors; Knoblauch et al. 2006); 2) the LW and MW cones contribute to luminance perception in trichromatic primates (Osorio and Vorobyev 2005); 3) the SW cone is rare compared with the other 2 cone types, being low in number and absent from the fovea; and 4) the signal is red, not blue, and so does not reflect significantly at short wavelengths. It is worth noting, however, that such a substitution would be less appropriate in studies of color signals that are basically blue (e.g., the scrotal color of male vervet monkeys, Chlorocebus aethiops; Gerald 2001). Having calculated the receptor catches in response to each image, we used these data in a range of analyses (see below).

Threshold discrimination modeling

Using the quantal catch data of the rhesus receptors, we used a log form of the Vorobyev–Osorio receptor noise model (Vorobyev and Osorio 1998) to determine how different 2 colors are likely to appear to the rhesus visual system. The model uses data on the abundance of the different receptor types and estimates noise in the photoreceptors that limits the ability of the viewer to distinguish between 2 signals (Vorobyev and Osorio 1998). The model first calculates the difference in response for each receptor type for 2 different stimuli, as:

\[
\Delta q_i = \log\frac{q_{i1}}{q_{i2}}.
\]

The model incorporates receptor noise, calculated for each cone type, as:

\[
e_i = \frac{w_i}{\sqrt{\eta_i}},
\]

where \(w_i\) is taken as a Weber fraction value and \(\eta_i\) is the relative proportion of cone type \(i\) in the retinal integration area. Though there is interindividual variation in human cone ratios, on average, humans have a ratio of 1:16:32 for the SW, MW, and LW cones, respectively (Vorobyev and Osorio 1998). However, evidence indicates that macaques on average have a 1:1 ratio of LW to MW cones (e.g., Knoblauch et al. 2006; Jacobs and Deegen 1997), so we used cone abundance data in the proportion of 1:16:16. We used Weber fraction values of 0.08 for the SW cones and 0.02 for both the MW and the LW cones (Osorio and Vorobyev 1996; Osorio et al. 2004). For luminance modeling (see below), we used a Weber value of 0.08. We then used the following equation to determine the perceptual difference between 2 colors within the rhesus visual system (Vorobyev and Osorio 1998):

\[
(\Delta S)^2 = \frac{e_1^2(e_2^2)(\Delta q_3 - \Delta q_2)^2 + e_2^2(\Delta q_1 - \Delta q_3)^2 + e_3^2(\Delta q_1 - \Delta q_2)^2}{(e_1e_2)^2 + (e_1e_3)^2 + (e_2e_3)^2}.
\]

The units of the model (just noticeable differences [JNDs]) give values where numbers <1 mean that 2 signals cannot be discriminated, values approximately between 1–3 are discriminably different under good lighting conditions, and increasing values above 3 indicate that 2 signals are increasingly easy to tell apart, even as light levels deteriorate (Siddiqi et al. 2004). For the luminance (achromatic) signal, we used the following input: (LW + MW)/2, as luminance vision stems from a combination of the LW and MW cones in trichromatic primates (Osorio and Vorobyev 2005).

Data analysis

We used a total of 10 cycles for the face (2 cycles for 2 females, 1 cycle for 6 females) and 8 for the hindquarters (1 cycle per female) in analysis. A median of 12 images were available per female (range: 10–16) and 8 for the hindquarters (range: 7–14).

RG ratios and luminance

Dubuc et al. (2009) performed general linear mixed models (GLMM) to determine whether RG varied in such a way as to reveal information about the timing of the fertile phase, while controlling for multiple observations of the same females. The 5 days of the fertile phase were all numbered 0, the day directly preceding the fertile phase was labeled day –1, the day directly following it day 1, and so on (following Higham
et al. 2008, 2009). To determine whether R:G reached highest values during the middle 5 days (the fertile phase), and as GLMMs test for linear relationships, this scale was squared (Higham et al. 2008, 2009). Here, we repeat these analyses using data from the period day −9 (5 days before the fertile period) through to day +5 (5 days after). We do this for the R:G values produced in Dubuc et al. 2009 (representing the camera sensor R:G values—CameraR:G), the R:G values produced in the present study (representing the rhesus retinal receptor LW:MW values—RhesusR:G), and for luminance values produced in the present study for the camera (CameraLuminance) and for rhesus (RhesusLuminance). Full models were: response—CameraR:G or RhesusR:G or CameraLuminance or RhesusLuminance, fixed effect (covariate)—day relative to the fertile period squared, and random effects—cycle number nested in female ID (face analyses) or female ID (hindquarter analyses). Composite profiles for Camera R:G, RhesusR:G, CameraLuminance, and RhesusLuminance were prepared, controlling for female baseline color by calculating each value for face and hindquarter color or percentages of that female’s maximum R:G or luminance score (occurring at any point during the study period). Mean values were then taken across all females for each day with respect to the date of ovulation (Dubuc et al. 2009).

Perceptual differences in color and luminance

The Vorobyev and Osorio (1998) model does not give absolute values that can be plotted and assessed independently but compares how different 2 stimuli are. As such, to obtain figures for color and luminance using this model, it is necessary to compare each image value with some other value. Our results based on quantal catch receptor values indicated that luminance was the important factor in determining the apparent changes in rhesus sex skin appearance (see below). Consequently, we compared each image’s color and luminance values with the image containing that female’s maximum luminance value, and measured all values with respect to this. This is very similar to controlling for female baseline values, as in the production of R:G and luminance plots above. As the model produces values that are by definition either perceptible (~1 JND or more) or not (less than 1 JND) in some ways, it makes little sense to run statistics on these data. However, to present comparable analyses to those undertaken for R:G ratios and luminance, and to see whether JND values during the fertile period differed from the periods outside, we again undertook GLMMs. Full model structures were: response—JNDColor or JNDLuminance, fixed effect (covariate)—day relative to the fertile period squared, and random effects—cycle number nested in female ID (face analyses) or female ID (hindquarter analyses). To produce composite profiles across all females, we averaged across all female values for each day with respect to the day of ovulation.

We tested the distribution of all response variables tested in GLMMs. Kolmogorov–Smirnov analyses showed that none differed from a normal distribution (all tests P > 0.05) so that parametric tests were appropriate in all cases. All statistics were undertaken in SPSS 16.0.

RESULTS

R:G ratios and luminance

CameraR:G varied strongly with respect to the timing of the fertile phase for facial coloration (F_{1,64.1} = 13.82, P < 0.001; Figure 1a; Dubuc et al. 2009). RhesusR:G of facial color was less strongly related to the timing of the fertile phase but was nonetheless still significantly related to it (F_{1,65.8} = 7.41, P = 0.008; Figure 1b). RhesusLuminance was related to this timing (F_{1,64.7} = 5.68, P = 0.020; Figure 1c) but CameraLuminance was not (P > 0.1; Figure 1d). Supplementary Figure S1 shows an example average reflectance spectra for 1 set of female facial images, showing reflectance differences according to the female’s fertile status. For the hindquarters, no measures were significantly related to the timing of the fertile phase (all P > 0.1, Supplementary Figure S2). Variation in CameraR:G is clearly much greater than that in RhesusR:G for both facial coloration (Figure 1a,b) and hindquarter coloration (Supplementary Figure S2a,b), with the low-level variation seen in RhesusR:G occurring over a very small range (note difference in y axis units for camera vs. rhesus plots for R:G). CameraLuminance showed the opposite relationship, being less variable than RhesusLuminance (Figure 1c,d). These differences are almost certainly due to the larger separation of spectral sensitivities of the LW and MW receptors of digital cameras compared with those of the rhesus macaque (Figure 2; see “DISCUSSION”).

Perceptual differences in color and luminance

The chromatic differences in facial color during the fertile phase, which were highly significant in the above analyses, are probably imperceptible to rhesus macaques (JND Color, F_{1,65.3} = 1.11, P = 0.295; Figure 3), being consistently less than 1 JND in variation from baseline. Despite camera measures showing no significant variation in luminance, there was significant variation in facial luminance as detectable by rhesus macaques that was linked specifically to the timing of the fertile phase (JND Luminance, F_{1,67.4} = 4.43, P = 0.039; Figure 3). Facial luminance was on average 5 JNDSs below baseline during the fertile phase (values are differences with respect to maximum luminance), which should be an easily perceived variation to rhesus macaques, even under less than optimal lighting conditions. This profile fluctuates through the 15-day period that includes the 5-day fertile phase and the 5 days on either side. For the 3 days before ovulation, female faces decrease in luminance by almost exactly 2 JNDS when compared with values either side (changing from a mean 3 to a mean 5 JNDSs from maximum luminance). Further, once before the fertile phase (day −6) and once after fertile phase (day +3), there is a perceptible decrease in luminance when compared with values either side. These changes constituted either 1 JND (day +3) or 2 JNDS (day −6) decrease when compared with values 2 to 3 days earlier. There was little perceptible variation in hindquarter color (P > 0.1; Supplementary Figure S3), with total variation across all 15 days less than or around 1 JND from baseline. Though there was substantial variation in hindquarter luminance, this was unrelated to the timing of the fertile phase (P > 0.1; Supplementary Figure S3).

DISCUSSION

Our study reveals that objective color scores can be misleading when the values are unrelated to the visual system of the relevant receiver(s) and highlights the importance of considering receiver perception when assessing animal signal content. There are a number of important points about color signal assessment and interpretation that arise from our analyses.

R:G color ratios and luminance

The clearest statistical results found in the present analysis involve the facial R:G ratio of the camera sensors—the original measure used in Dubuc et al. (2009), which varies highly significantly with respect to the timing of the fertile phase. Variation in this facial measure is far greater than that seen in the R:G ratio of the rhesus retinal receptors, whereas the
opposite relationship was found for luminance. This discrepancy is likely to be because camera manufacturers routinely ensure even spacing of the sensors (optimal for capturing wide variation in color), whereas primate LW and MW receptors overlap significantly, partly because they arose from gene duplication (Osorio and Vorobyev 2008; Figure 2). This greater spectral separation increases variation when calculating a ratio of 2 sensors values but decreases variation when calculating a summation of the 2 values (as in trichromat primate luminance calculation); as the 2 sensors move further apart, they are more likely to have different values relative to each other in response to a color. Analogously, the larger overlap between trichromatic primate LW and MW cones, compared with those of birds, results in a larger red–green chromatic contrast for the avian compared with the primate visual system (Lovell et al. 2005). Osorio et al. (2004) argue that the large spectral overlap between the LW and MW cones in trichromatic primates might reflect a constraint in order to maintain a strong luminance signal; having widely spaced cones capturing widely different ranges of wavelengths might corrupt the luminance signal. However, possessing overlapping cones comes at the cost of suboptimal color detection (Osorio et al. 2004).

Our results highlight the danger of using objective color measures unrelated to perception because these can detect statistically significant variation that modeling suggests is nonetheless biologically irrelevant while not detecting variation that is relevant. Similarly, recent findings contradict the hypothesis that blue–green coloration of some birds’ eggs may function as a sexually selected signal of female quality because discrimination modeling indicates that most variation in egg coloration between clutches is not perceptible (Cassey et al. 2009). However, objective measures may be preferable to using human assessment, which suffers from high variability in inter and intra-observer reliability (Stevens and Cuthill 2005). Further, visual systems integrate different aspects of vision, such as color and luminance vision, rendering it difficult for human observers to recognize, for example, whether a signal is really varying in its chromatic or achromatic component. As such, objective measures may still be preferable if little information about the receiver’s visual system is known (Stevens et al. 2007).

Perceptual differences in color and luminance

The finding that there were perceptual changes in facial luminance but not color during the fertile phase fits well with how changes in such signals occur in the rhesus macaque and other primates. Subtle changes in skin color that occur around the fertile phase but within the wider period of estrous reddening in female primates are caused by estrogen-related increased vascularization and blood flow (Dixson 1998). At the extreme levels of blood flow seen under such circumstances, these changes are unlikely to be related to a change in blood

Figure 1
Composite facial skin color profiles throughout the ovarian cycle. Values represent the mean (±standard error of the mean) percentage of the maximum value reached for each cycle for: (a) CameraR:G (from Dubuc et al. 2009), (b) RhesusR:G, (c) RhesusLuminance, and (d) CameraLuminance.
composition (e.g., a change in the proportion of oxygenated to deoxygenated blood) that might involve an actual color change but rather in the amount of blood (i.e., how saturated with blood the area is). The result of these changes appears to be an increased saturation of the same color (i.e., the color of well-oxygenated blood), which makes the area appear darker (reducing luminance).

Some studies have presented a visual validation of the use of the R:G ratio (as measured by digital cameras) to measure blood-related signals by showing that human observer rankings of color variation correlate with variation in R:G (e.g., Bergman and Beehner 2008). In the present study, camera R:G measures also correlated with observer impressions (Dubuc C, unpublished data). This may be because, as R:G varied (imperceptibly) with respect to the fertile period (probably related to slight changes in the proportion of oxygenated to deoxygenated blood associated with increased blood flow) and luminance varied perceptibly with respect to this timing (probably related to increased saturation of blood), a human observer could see variation in luminance that they would rate and that would correlate with variation in R:G (so “validating” the use of R:G as a measure). In addition, the correlation between the R:G and luminance measures may also stem from these 2 components coming from the same 2 inputs (R and G or LW and MW); whereas color is a ratio between the 2, luminance is the addition of these components. Despite this, variation in actual color in the present study would almost certainly be imperceptible to humans. For signals based on subtle changes in blood volume, luminance may be the most important measure of signal change. From the perspective of the rhesus visual system, it makes sense that the signal should be expressed primarily in luminance rather than color, as the large spectral overlap of the rhesus LW and MW cones makes them potentially better at detecting achromatic variation while being suboptimal for discriminating fine gradations in very similar colors (Osorio et al. 2004). In addition, although color measures such as R:G might be especially useful for describing color variation along a green–red axis (e.g., ripening fruit), they may not be well suited to describing variation in color where all colors observed are basically red and blood linked, as is often the case in primate sex skins (Dixson 1998) and in other types of animal signal, such as the gaps of bird nestlings (Kilner 1999).

Rhesus macaque visual signals of ovulation and the fertile phase

The central findings of Dubuc et al. (2009), that facial signal variation contains information about the timing of the fertile period but that hindquarter signal variation does not, are supported by our study. However, our analysis suggests that it is variation in rhesus female facial luminance, not color, that is biologically relevant. Remarkably, the mean changes in luminance that occur for the period of 3 days to 1 day before ovulation appear to be almost exactly in units of rhesus macaque visual perceptibility (e.g., moving from almost exactly 3 JNDS from baseline to almost exactly 5 JNDS from baseline and back again; Figure 3). This pattern is extremely clear and appears visually much more convincing that the plots produced by either set of R:G ratios. Changes in signal color variation specifically in units of JNDS as observed in our study are consistent with fine tuning of the signal to the visual system (or vice versa), a phenomenon that has been suggested before for primate color signals (Changizi et al. 2006).

One slightly puzzling result of our analysis is that the luminance signal lightens on the day of ovulation itself rather than, for example, the day after ovulation. There are several possible explanations for this: one is methodological. Our estimates of the timing of ovulation take the very end of a possible ovulation window as the most likely date of ovulation (see “METHODS”) and may skew our ovulation estimate to be slightly later than may actually be the case. Variation in luminance may actually be very well timed to the date of ovulation and indicate a 3-day peak conception window incorporating the day of ovulation and 2 days before, as in

Figure 2
Spectral sensitivities of the MW and LW receptors for: (a) a Fuji digital camera (includes SW sensitivity) and (b) a rhesus macaque (data from Bowmaker et al. 1978). Note that the available data for rhesus macaques do not extend to wavelengths below 440 nm.

Figure 3
Composite JND profiles. Values represent the mean (± standard error of the mean) difference per day relative to ovulation between the maximum luminance value reached for each cycle for face images.
humans (Wilcox et al. 1995). Alternatively, rhesus macaques may be most fertile in the few days before ovulation, with little chance of conception once ovulation has occurred. If so, the key times for signaling are likely to be the few days before ovulation (see Behboudi et al. 1991 for evidence that this may be the case in macaques).

Our analysis also revealed apparent perceptible darkening and lightening periods a few days before and after the fertile period. The darkening seems nonrandom, moving almost exactly from 2 to 3 JNDs from baseline to almost exactly 4 JNDs from baseline (also notably almost exactly 1 JND less than the signal observed during the actual fertile period). Females are likely to be courted by multiple males during an estrous period, and any signaling strategies that distribute both paternity confusion and assurance across these males are likely to be favored (Nunn 1999). By exhibiting changes in coloration signals that appear to darken and lighten again perceptibly in waves throughout an extended estrous period, females can present smaller color signals to males corresponding outside of the actual fertile period that may provide paternity confusion.

Conclusion

Assessing and presenting animal colors with respect to specific visual systems are still relatively uncommon. Though Sumner and Mollon (2003) presented primate skin and pelage colors in terms of primate receptor quantal catch response and opponent channels, our case study represents, to the best of our knowledge, the first to use visual discrimination threshold modeling to analyze variation in a color signal exhibited by a mammal species. Even for a species with similar trichromatic vision to humans, our analysis gave results that were more meaningful (as they were directly related to the perception of the receiver) and more directly related to the underlying mechanisms by which the color change occurs. They also confirmed other recent analyses suggesting that objective color scores may produce measures that are statistically significant but biologically irrelevant (Cassey et al. 2009). Further, they gave new insight into the function of these signals within the multimale multimale primate species (see Siddiqi et al. 2004). In primates, for example, many New World monkeys and lemurs show variation in primate color vision polymorphisms (Bradley and Mundy 2008), where different group members have a different number and combination of color receptors and therefore view the same colors differently. Furthermore, wild animal species often have strong selective pressures from predators that have different visual systems to their own, in this case, trichromatic primates being mainly preyed upon by dichromatic mammalian carnivores and tetrachromatic raptors. Exploration of how color signals are viewed differently by conspecifics and heterospecifics with different visual systems is likely to produce valuable new insights into the varied selective pressures operating on many color signaling systems.
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